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Lost Woods of the East Peak Study Guide
Preface
An Introduction to Shadow Woods and Ghosts in the Landscape
Today, we see shadows and imprints of an ancient ecology in the modern landscape. Old meadows and pastures, ancient heaths, medieval coppice woods, and similar features bear testimony to this remarkable lineage. Ancient parks are the most visibly obvious remnants of formerly extensive grazed wooded landscapes.
However, even where deer parks survive (and this is rare), they do so as unique landscapes separated in
time and function from their origins. It may be that the greater medieval parks have shared common origins
from the legacy of Vera’s primeval savanna. However, other areas, upland moors and moorland fringe, and
lowland heaths, commons and downs, probably reflect this same lineage; even today, many of these lands
are grazed, and many have ancient albeit small, trees. These are the lands unenclosed in medieval times and
linked, albeit tenuously, to Vera’s open, fluid primeval landscape. For example, some of the species-rich
grasslands such as the Derbyshire Dales limestone pastures are in effect, the remains of the open areas of
Vera’s landscape. Here are anciently complex, species-rich grasslands within landscapes of hazel and patches of ancient woodland (identified by Donald Pigott in the 1960s). These and other wooded sites are now
being recognised as ‘shadow woods’ or ‘ghosts woods’; either relicts from once obviously ancient woodland
sites, or perhaps more excitingly, ancient wooded landscapes until now overlooked.
Parks are the most obvious landscapes that mix trees and grazing animals. However, once one starts
to examine the landscape more critically, it is apparent that many other systems have a similar approach.
Heaths, commons, and unenclosed pastures (like Longshaw, North Derbyshire), mix ancient trees and open
grazing lawns with long-term continuity of management to match that of the nearby Chatsworth Park. A
major difference is that ancient trees in these landscapes are generally small and may be species such as
hawthorns, which are often overlooked. Examining ecology and soils in these wider landscapes reveals the
imprint or ‘shadow’ of former ‘woodland’ status; they are ‘ancient wooded landscapes’.
English wooded landscapes result from millennia of human interaction with nature. Their early beginnings were as various forms of pasture woods, and originally an expansive patchwork landscape of forest,
wetland, grassland and other naturally occurring ‘habitats’ with large grazing herbivores. The descendants of
these original ecosystems and landscapes persist today as woods and other ‘unimproved’ landscape features,
and as ‘shadows’ and ‘ghosts’. In this context, a new and emerging challenge for our research concepts and
paradigms is to step outside the boundary of the medieval ‘woods’ in search of the shadows, ghosts, and
footprints of a wider wooded landscape. In particular, the recognition of ‘grazed wooded landscapes’, and
of ‘shadow woods’, is especially significant. Indeed, the recent recognition of the wider resource of ancient
wooded landscapes has provided further impetus for such studies.
The idea or concept of ‘Ghost’ or ‘Shadow’ woods, as I have called them, came from thirty years or
more of field survey and historical research into woodlands, heaths, moors, bogs and fens. Along with the
concepts of the ‘eco-cultural nature of landscapes’ and of ‘cultural severance’, this begins to unify our vision
of landscape yesterday, today, and tomorrow. The ghosts are there in moors, heaths and grasslands, from
extensive grazed ‘woods’ to tiny pockets of roadside verge. You have only to look.
Ian D. Rotherham, 2012
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Lost Woods of the East Peak Study Guide
Investigating the Landscape : Maps and Mapping
Introduction

Maps can be a very useful source of information to identify areas of woodland, changes to boundaries and
associated place-names starting with modern maps and working backwards to the earliest maps for the area.
The project area is already covered by reports using series of maps which gives detailed background infornmaton for survey work.
Maps are also essential for recording features including trees as part of survey work especially when
linked to the Ordnance Survey grid reference system. Making such a record enables the location of a feature
to be fixed so that others can re-visit it in the future, especially important if management is taking place on a
site.

Historic Maps

These are a type of documentary evidence which can provide
often very detailed information about changes in treescapes both
pictorially and by using place-name evidence when a sequence
of maps are examined. From the nineteenth century onwards the
Ordnance Survey have produced standardised maps across the
country at various scales. The first edition of the detailed 25-inch
to the mile (1:2,500) series was produced in the 1890s for the
local area and details individual trees along boundaries and in
non-woodland areas as well as giving the boundaries of woods.
Extract from Sanderson’s Map ‘Twenty
Comparing these areas with woodland coverage shown on
Miles around Mansfield’ (1835).
modern maps will help to show potential sites for ‘shadows’ and
‘ghosts’. Prior to Ordnance Survey, maps were commissioned by
landowners who needed detailed plans of their estates or, especially from the late eighteenth century, produced commercially for different audiences. Some of these maps are detailed whilst others give partial or
pictorial information which cannot be located accurately. Maps were also produced as part of land surveys
such as for Enclosure Awards and may have accompanying note books which give more detail about land
ownership and use which is useful for looking at the continuity of treescapes.

The Local Resource

Much of the land within the core project area has already had archaeological surveys organised by the Peak
District National Park Authority and the National Trust/RSPB. The survey reports include plans of all the
known features supported by a detailed gazeteer which gives descriptions and interpretations of each feature
recorded. Copies of the surveys are held by the National Park Authority and the National Trust / RSPB. It
is recommended that the survey reports are consulted at an early stage of research into Shadows and Ghost
woods as they will greatly assist in recognising and interpreting associated archaeological sites. The surveys
can be consulted by appointment with the National Park’s Cultural Heritage Team.
At a more general level, an Historic Landscape Character report has been produced by the Peak
District National Park Authority. This covers the whole of the Authority’s area and gives an analysis of how
the current landscape has developed over time. It includes information on all the available early maps and
historical surveys and is another very useful source of background information for surveying Shadows and
Ghosts. A copy of the report can also be consulted via the National Park’s Cultural Heritage Team.
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Investigating the Landscape : Maps and Mapping
Most of the core project area is also covered by the Sheffield Moors Partnership and / or Eastern
Moors Partnership both of which have produced reports available on their websites which have maps of the
area giving useful background information about features and sites.

Modern Maps

It is now possible to order an Ordnance Survey map which has your study area at the centre on-line (via a
mapping website) either as digital version or as a paper copy. Low-cost and in some cases free software is
also available from websites to allow you to make a map of your survey results and superimpose it onto a
base map or aerial photograph. These together with the use of GPS for recording and with in-built maps
for locating features enables volunteers to create quite sophisticated maps. These can be updated with new
survey information and can be used to analyse and interpret the data from several different sources. If you
are interested in undertaking detailed work in this way there are several entries listed in the bibliography to
follow up.
Using a series of maps and recording survey information on base maps as described above can still
be carried out, if more laboriously, as a paper and acetate sheet exercise. The principle of using a base map
at a certain scale (we recommend 1:2,500) recording archaeological and ecological features at the same scale
and superimposing them over each other is still relevant. In the case of ‘shadows’ and ‘ghosts’ it may reveal
sites which look recent but are much older and vice versa. More information about using maps in a practical
way is given in the survey section.
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Extract from Woodland Survey Map
Showing the Plotting of Features.
© SYBRG 2008
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Investigating the Landscape: Undertaking Surveys
Preparation

There are a few simple stages to consider before you or members of your group undertake a field survey.
The first, which may seem obvious, is to use an Ordnance Survey map to identify a discrete area to survey
which is manageable, for example, along the bottom of Whites Edge. This will help focus activity and direct
any documentary research.

Permission

Much of the survey area is on open-access land. Nevertheless, where appropriate, ensure you have permission to carry out the survey and be aware of any restrictions during the lambing, bird-breeding or grouse
shooting seasons. Contact with the landowner to let them know what you intend to do, where and when is
needed in some areas. You may need to re-assure the landowners that you are not planning to do any excavation type work or harm trees and other vegetation. They will also be able to tell you whether there is any
management operation (e.g thinning trees) being carried out which may affect your survey. Always offer to
let them have a copy of your survey results. They may also have copies of other information which may be
useful for your historical work that they will allow you to see.

Health and Safety Advice

Before you start your surveys, please read the points below carefully.
• The East Peak core project area, as with other areas of the Peak District, has been extensively mined
and quarried for hundreds of years. This has left a legacy of old quarry pits, bellpits, adits and shafts of
various sizes across the area which may still pose a danger. They may be covered in vegetation or appear
stable but are not so extreme caution is needed when surveying areas where these features are present.
The landowner should be able to tell you whether there are quarrying and mining features in your survey
area. Previous surveys and old maps should also be consulted.
• If you are part of a community group you may be insured; however, you need to check before carrying
out any survey. If your group does have insurance you should fill out a RISK ASSESSMENT and check
what guidelines apply. If your group does not have insurance or you do not belong to a group please be
aware that you are carrying out all survey work AT YOUR OWN RISK.
• Carry out all survey work with other group members or a friend, do not work alone. Make sure you carry
a mobile phone and emergency numbers and leave details of your mobile phone number, route/location
and expected return time with a friend or family member.
• Carry a first aid kit, sufficient drink and food, and any personal medication that you require. It is recommended that at least one of your group has up-to-date first aid training.
• Ensure you have permission to carry out a survey (see previous section). Always let the landowner(s)
know a few days beforehand when and where you will be on site.
• The ground in upland areas and woodlands can be uneven and there are likely to be trip hazards such as
boulders, fallen branches, ditches and exposed roots. It may also be cold and wet. Wear sturdy footwear
and suitable clothing for the weather conditions.
• Do not carry out surveys during adverse weather conditions particularly storms, high winds and heavy
snow fall.
Please make sure that you are properly prepared for your visit. It is your responsibility to take care of your
own safety and that you follow the up-to-date health and safety guidelines for your group.
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Investigating the Landscape: Undertaking Surveys
Basic Field Equipment

Listed below are items needed to carry out field surveys. Some are optional and you will not need all of
these for each survey.
• Maps: We recommend that you carry out all your field surveys at a scale of 1:2,500 (1mm on your plan
= 2.5m on the ground). This scale will correspond to the largest scale maps produced by the Ordnance
Survey.
• Notebook and pencil: Waterproof notebooks can be bought in many outdoor shops and pencils are more
effective in damp conditions than pens. Make sure you also take a pencil sharpener and eraser.
• Ruler for measuring distances on the map (preferably with mapping scales including 1:2,500). A setsquare may also be useful for plotting points on a map.
• Tape Measure: at least one but preferably three: 30m or 50m; these can be used as a guide for setting up
transects as well as measuring individual features or girths of trees.
• Hand-held GPS: not essential but useful especially now the up-to-date ones work better under woodland
canopies. Practise using this in advance including downloading information from the unit to your computer. It is advisable still to keep a paper record of your plots - just in case!
• Compass and 360-degree protractor (if no GPS so you can plot points on your map accurately) .
• Camera: preferably a digital one
• Sticks (Bamboo Canes) and Hazard Tape: to mark features to return to or as scale guides when photographing features.
• Torch: useful for examining hollow trees and building interiors (if safe to do so).
• Identification Guides: for tree, wildlife and vegetation surveys.
• Mobile phones (check mobile phone reception) or Two-way radios: for communication if your group
splits up, as well as for emergencies.
• Small (personal) First Aid Kit if you do not have a designated First-aider in your survey team.
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Investigating the Landscape: Recording botanical indicators.

Introduction

Ideally this survey should be undertaken after an initial walk-over survey which has recorded potential
archaeology, worked trees and natural features. This can then be used to pinpoint areas for botanical surveys.
The optimum time for botanical surveys for woodland species is late spring / early summer although many
of the species will persist for longer some may not and others will become hidden by other vegetation such
as bracken. You should be aware of this when undertaking the survey especially if you are not familiar with
some of the species. The aim of the botanical indicators survey is to record the presence of species which
may be associated with woodland growing conditions. The survey form does not give a comprehensive list
of species which may occur in the survey area. If you want to create a complete species list you can use the
form as a base. The survey is designed to collect a large amount of information in a summary form quite
quickly to enable you to assess whether the area you are surveying has had a past woodland history. This
basic information can then be used with other survey and documentary research to interpret the landscape.
As with the walk-over survey, a large area can seem daunting so again it is easier to break it down
systematically into smaller, more manageable chunks, and agree a suitable timetable to complete coverage of
the whole area. Use the same compartments as the ones in your walk-over so that information from different sources can be compared. Indicator plants such as Bluebell may also be found on places such as roadside
verges. This may be the first indication of a ghost wood.
Minimum Dataset:
As a minimum all surveys need to include the following information:
The date of the survey (this is especially important for the botanical survey because time of year can affect
the species found); who carried out the survey; where the survey was carried out (provide map references or
GPS reference points where possible); and the species found.
Maps:
An appropriate map is needed, preferrably at the same scale as the walk-over survey. The 1:2,500 scale
(1mm on the map = 2.5m on the ground) map is recommended for general use. It will have fixed point
features already mapped ie a road or boundary which you can then use as reference points for your more
detailed mapping and to orientate yourself.

Survey Form (Botanical Indicators)
A 4-page survey form is included in this pack. The form has been designed to help gather information about
the landscape context and record the occurrence and estimated abundance of woodland species in a concise
manner. The species on the form are grouped according to how strongly they can be defined as an ancient
woodland indicator in this (Peak District) area of the UK. The species whether tree, herb, grass or fern are
listed in alphabetical common name order again for ease of use locally.
Page 1:
The sections on this page ask for the same information from page 1 of the general survey and if appropriate the information can be transferred from there. However if you are carrying out the botanical indicators
survey on a smaller area, fill in the details on page 1 just for the smaller area to give a detailed picture of the
topography etc.
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Investigating the Landscape: Recording botanical indicators.
Section 1 asks for basic details of surveyor(s), date, and general location. including an average height above
sea level (asl). This may be important in later interpretation of features and presence of trees.
Section 2 asks for a central grid reference and approximate area under survey; this information can be taken
from the base map. If your survey area is long and thin, grid references for the two ends can be given. This
section also asks you to note the surrounding topography, aspect and slope. If the topography etc varies over
the survey area then record the changes and include a grid reference of the change.
Section 3 should be used to record the main habitat types found within the survey area. Try to record all the
distinct types; the sort of features you are looking for include, any large, tightly clustered or misshapen trees
or shrubs; distinct patches of ground flora and changes in vegetation; and any streams, watercourses, boggy
or flush areas with different vegetation.
Section 4 should be used to record any distinct features which may affect the presence of botanical indicators or appears striking. The notes section can be used to record instances where features overlay one another.
Pages 2 to 4:
Basic information about using the survey forms to record species is given in the key and guidance at the top
of page 2. The form is designed to be used for three levels of survey. The most basic is a record of presence
of a species and for this a tick can be made in the O column on the sheet. If you want to record overall abundance of a species across the survey area then column L should be used togerher with the grading system
described in the key. Where there are particularly interesting places (abundance of a range of species) or
distinct habitat-types within the survey area a standing quadrat survey can be undertaken. Here the surveyor
chooses a reference point to stand at within the habitat and surveys in a 2metre x 360o sweep from where s/
he is standing recording all the species found and making a note of the grid reference (GR) of the reference
point. It may be useful to take several copies of the survey form with you in case you find you want to do
more than 5 standing quadrats.
It is possible to build up a detailed picture quite readily by using the three levels of survey. But if
time is limited recording the presence of a species at a basic level will also produce useful information. You
will probably need to use all three pages to record the species you find and there is also space to record any
additional species of interest.
A list of the main field identification guides and sources of information is given in the bibliography.
There are also some guides and keys now available on-line for use with smart phones etc.
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Botanical Indicators Survey Form.
1. General Information
Site Name

Surveyor(s)
Name(s)

Site Location /
Altitude (metres
asl)

Date of Survey

2. Tree’d Landscape Location and Situation
Grid Reference (Centre using map)
Topography of the
landscape (Situation
of the tree’d area)
Slope (Is the site
located on a slope
and is this uniform
throughout)
Aspect (if the site is
located on a slope)

Broad valley

Approx. size
(in hectares)
Narrow valley

Lowland

Moorland

Crag/cliff

Vertical

Steep

Undulating

Plain

Hill

Plateau

Other (describe)
Gently Sloping

Flat
North

East

South

West

3. Tree’d Landscape Overall Habitat (circle all that apply)
Upland Wood Pasture / Moorland Edge
Carr (Wet) Woodland
Parkland (wood pasture)
Broadleaved woodland - dominant
Conifer woodland - dominant
Other (specify) / Notes

Boulder Slope - Medusoid trees
Clough woodlands (steep valley sides)
Isolated stunted trees / moorland trees
Wet boggy area
Roadside verge

4. Features in the Tree’d Landscape (circle all that apply)
Grazed areas
Springs / streams / flushes
Stone walls
Standing dead wood
Dead wood on ground
Specify Other / Notes

Disturbed / bare ground
Ponds / standing water
Bank(s)
Rock Exposure
Moorland
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Marshy / boggy areas
Ditches / goits / culverts
Routeways / paths / trackways
Platform(s)
Pits / Hollows

Lost Woods of the East Peak Study Guide
Botanical Indicators Survey Form.
Key.

Species marked with an asterisk (*) are the key species for identification. Species are grouped according to
subjective categories based on observations in the local Peak District area and may vary if work is carried
out in other areas of the UK. Species are listed in broadly alphabetical common name order.
An indication of tree species can be recorded here but any trees which you consider to be noteworthy /
significant should also be recorded separately using the veteran / worked trees recording sheet (see later in
pack)
The recording sheet has been devised to allow you to record presence of species using the Double DAFOR
system (DDAFOR) using columns O and L. There is also space for up to five standing quadrats to be recorded (columns 1 to 5). If time is limited or you simply want to record overall presence of a species please use
column O. A description of the DDAFOR system is given in the background notes.
For ease of recording a ‘Spidergram’ system can be used, as, follows:
Rare (<=5%)

Occasional (6-19%)

Frequent (20-45%)

Abundant (46-75%)

Dominant (76% +)

A space is also given to the right of the form for you to record whether photographs or supplementary information was taken at the time of the survey.

A. Strong Ancient Woodland Indicators
Common Name
Alder*
Ancient Hawthorn*
Ancient Hazel*
Ancient Holly*
Climbing Corydalis*
Common Bluebell*
Common Cow-wheat*
Creeping Soft-grass*
Dog’s Mercury*
Golden Saxifrage
Greater Stitchwort*
Greater Wood-rush
Hairy Wood-rush
Honeysuckle
Lesser Skullcap
Oak sp.*
Smooth-stalked Sedge
Wavy Hair-grass*
Wild Garlic
Wood Horsetail
Wood Sage*
Wood Sorrel*
Yellow Pimpernel

Scientific Name
O
Alnus glutinosa
Crataegus monogyna
Corylus avellana
Ilex aquifolium
Ceratocapnus claviculata
Hyacinthoides non scripta
Melampyrum pratense
Holcus mollis
Mercurialis perennis
Chrysosplenium oppositifolia
Stellaria holostea
Luzula sylvatica
Luzula pilosa
Lonicera pericylmenum
Scutellaria minor
Quercus sp
Carex laevigata
Deschampsia flexuosa
Allium ursinum
Equisetum sylvaticum
Teucrium scorodonia
Oxalis corniculata
Lysimachia nemorum
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Note(s) / photos.

Lost Woods of the East Peak Study Guide
Botanical Indicators Survey Form.
B. Good Ancient Woodland Indicators
Common Name
Ancient Birch*
Ancient Rowan*
Angelica
Aspen
Barren Strawberry
Bird Cherry
Broad Buckler fern
Chickweed Wintergreen
Devil’s-bit Scabious
Golden-scaled Male Fern
Greater Tussock Sedge
Green-ribbed Sedge
Hard Fern
Hart’s-tongue Fern
Pignut
Pill Sedge
Red Campion
Remote Sedge
Tufted Hair-grass
Wild Raspberry
Wild Strawberry
Woody Nightshade

Scientific Name
Betula spp.
Sorbus aucuparia
Angelica sylvestris
Populus tremula
Potentilla sterilis
Prunus padus
Dryopteris dilatata
Trientalis europaea
Succisa pratensis
Dryopteris affinis
Carex paniculata
Carex binervis
Polystichum aculeatum
Phyllitis scolopendrium
Conopodium majus
Carex pilulifera
Silene dioica
Carex remota
Deschampsia caespitosa
Rubus idaeus
Fragaria vesca
Solanum dulcamara

O

L

1

2

3

4

5

Note(s)/ Photo.

O

L

1

2

3

4

5

Note(s) / Photo.

C. Woodland Indicators
Common Name
Bay Willow
Common Dog Violet
Crab Apple
Eared Willow
Grey Willow
Lesser Celandine
Three-veined Sandwort
Wood Avens

Scientific Name
Salix pentandra
Viola riviniana
Malus sylvestris
Salix aurita
Salix cinerea
Ranunculus ficaria
Moehringia trinervia
Geum urbanum
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Botanical Indicators Survey Form.
D. Possible Indicators
Common Name
Bramble
Common Bilberry
Cowberry
Goat Willow
Marsh Marigold
Spindle

Scientific Name
Rubus fruticosus
Vaccinium myrtillus
Vaccinium vitis-idaea
Salix caprea
Caltha palustris
Euonymus europaea

O

L

1

2

3

4

5

Note(s) / Photo.

Scientific Name
Pteridium aquilinum
Narthecium ossifragum
Rosa canina
Rosa arvensis
Digitalis purpurea
Stachys sylvatica
Geranium robertianum
Potentilla palustris
Thelypteris palustris
Cirsium palustre
Potentilla erecta

O

L

1

2

3

4

5

Note(s) / Photo.

O

L

1

2

3

4

5

Note(s) / Photo.

E. Associate Species
Common Name
Ancient Bracken Stands
Bog Asphodel
Dog Rose
Field Rose
Foxglove
Hedge Woundwort
Herb Robert
Marsh Cinquefoil
Marsh Fern
Marsh Thistle
Tormentil

F. Additional Species Found
Common Name

Scientific Name
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Investigating the Landscape: Recording Shadow Woods and
Significant Trees

Introduction

There is a variety of species, age of trees and growth forms in the landscape, some of which occur
close together in woods, hedges and plantations whilst others are individuals isolated or in scattered groups.
It is those trees in the latter groups as well as the big old trees which need to be recorded as they may indicate former wooded areas linked to the history and past management practices. For example, if all the old
worked trees are pollards it may indicate that you are in former wood pasture or a deer park. In particular
stunted, twisted trees or trees with tangled branches such as ‘medusoid’ oaks and smaller trees such as
Rowan and Hawthorn need to be recorded. These trees may be very old and have easily been overlooked in
the past. More information is given about these trees in Section 1 which should be read before carrying out
these surveys.
Worked trees have often been managed for centuries before being abandoned as markets and management
practices changed. A coppice stool for example, can be extremely old but the stems arising from it can be
relatively young. This gives the appearance of a cluster of small-stemmed trees rather than one large tree
with a single stem. The size of the individual stems can indicate when the tree was last coppiced so, if practical, individual stems should also be measured.
From the walk-over survey, you should have identified some notable or obvious worked trees to be recorded
in more detail. Recording the worked trees can be carried out as a separate excercise or in conjunction with
the botanical indicators survey.
The Survey Form

Context

Make a note of where the tree is growing and any other features or similar trees growing close by. This will
help you to build a picture of the history of the treescape and what has happened within it. Describe if the
tree appears to be growing in, on or adjacent to another feature (man-made or natural) and sketch the relationship on the reverse of the survey sheet.

Tree Data

Where possible identify the species of tree that is being recorded. There are very good guides available, for
example, by The Woodland Trust who also now have a tree identification website http://www.british-trees.
com/introduction and the Field Studies Council http://www.field-studies-council.org/publications.aspx
which you can use. Make a note of which part of the tree you used to identify it, for reference.
Measuring the Girth of a tree
If your tree has a main single stem it should be measured at approximately 1.5m above ground level (known
as dbh). Make sure your tape is level around the tree. It is advisable to measure your tree at least twice to
check your reading. This is especially the case when the tree is on a slope or amongst boulders. Note the
girth in metres or centimetres (e.g. 3.24m or 324 cm). If your tree has a single stem but is burred or knobbly
at 1.5m then you can move the tape down the stem to get a more accurate reading. The same is true if your
tree forks at or below 1.5m.
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Lost Woods of the East Peak Study Guide
Investigating the Landscape: Recording Shadow Woods and
Significant Trees
If your tree is a coppice stool or other multi-stem you can carry out some extra measurements. Firstly,
measure around the coppice stool at the narrowest point (or around the stems at the narrowest point if no
stool is present). This approximates to the girth of the tree. Note at which height you have taken the measurement (below 1.5m). Secondly, count the number of stems and then measure the largest two or three
stems at 1.5m above ground level. If you want to measure a multi-trunk, each trunk should be measured
separately as you would a coppice. If this is not possible as the trees have merged too high up the stem,
measure them as one tree but note that the tree is a multi-trunk and make a record of the number of ‘separate’ trunks. You can also make a sketch of the tree form.
Tree girth varies with the age of the tree, the species, the growing conditions and past management. The
Ancient Tree Forum have produced a guide to the approximate sizes and ages of trees but this is not based
on upland / poor growing conditions.
Make a record of whether the tree is hollow or partially hollow in the centre. Vertical hollows or splits may
be an indication of a lightning strike. It is also useful to record associated features of the tree, for example,
smaller cavities, rot holes and burrs on the trunk and associated species growing on the tree such as moss
and lichens. These may indicate age, former usage or damage to the tree.

Sketches and Photographs

An annotated sketch of the form of the tree with notes on where measurements were taken should be
included on the survey form as a record of what the tree looked like at the point of survey. If there are any
associated features either on the tree or in context it will be useful to sketch these. Similarly a photographic
record of the form and type of tree can be compiled and may be used to verify the species.
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Lost Woods of the East Peak Study Guide
Survey Sheets: Shadow Woods & Significant Trees
1. General Information
Site Name

Surveyor(s)
Name(s)

Woodland Area /
compartment (if
applicable)
Grid Reference

Date of Survey

Reference Number (from walkover)

Altitude (metres asl) Aspect (NSEW)

2. Context Information (record all that apply / add notes if necessary)
Landscape
Character
close to feature

Woodland

Wood Pasture

Shrubs/ brambles

Boulder Slope

Boggy / rushy area

Other habitat

Felled trees

Comments
Topography &
Geology close
to feature
Relationship to
other features /
or similar trees
Chronological
evidence (if
any)

Steep

Undulating

Outcrop rock
Yes / No

Gently Sloping

Stream / wet area
Number

Adjacent / Next to/ Parallel

Flat

Other (describe)
Type

Nearby (within 30m)

Connected

For example, tree growing in hollow or on top of mound

3. Summary of Tree Data
Tree Species
Overall Girth of
Tree and height
recorded at.
Tree Form (see
background sheets
for details.)
Tree Features

Identification used
eg, in leaf, bark,
bud, fruit
Total number of
vertical stems.
Bundle planting

Coppice

Lapsed/abandoned Pollard

Stub

Shredded
Trunk cavities / decay holes

Phoenix
Layering/laid
Burrs / burls on trunk
Dead wood in tree

Fungi / Moss / Lichens on tree Other (specify)
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Stored Coppice

Pollard

Maiden/Standard

Medusoid

Lost Woods of the East Peak Study Guide
Survey Sheets: Shadow Woods & Significant Trees
4. Summary Sketch Showing Form of Tree
Sketch (overall form) :

Total girth (measure at approx. 1.2m from ground
where possible):
Number of vertical stems:
Stem girths (for multi-stem forms):
Maximum:
Minimum:
Maximum internal distance between stems:
Layering / laid length:
Notes:

5. Sketch(es) Showing Tree Features and Context (optional)

6. Linked Photographs (reference number and description)
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Lost Woods of the East Peak Study Guide
Background & Context: Botanical Indicator Species
Introduction

Plants in general have specific requirements in terms of growing medium, pH, moisture, light, slope, climate
and altitude (Ellenberg Values). They and their allies, fungi, may all be classed as ‘indicators’ of a particular
set of growing conditions and specific habitat-types, e.g woodland or wetland; areas with high nutrient levels
etc. Some have very precise requirements others are more general and able to grow in a range of habitats
e.g common nettle. The distribution of plants is influenced naturally by different mechanisms used in reproduction, e.g. wind-blown seeds, creeping rhizomes and by grazing as well as by human influence. All these
factors come into play when considering ‘indicator species’. This section focusses specifically on indicator
species related to wooded areas.

Botanical Indicators of Ancient Woodland

Lists
Work has been carried out over the last thirty years and more, and is still ongoing, on developing lists of
species which have strong associations with known ancient woodlands and can therefore be used as indicators. Woodlands are classed as ancient using the accepted definition ‘in existence prior to 1600’ although it is
important to remember that almost all the woodlands will have been managed in some way since then altering the ground flora in some way. Important attributes for a woodland indicator are its tolerance to shade,
its potential to colonise new areas and resilience to grazing or other disturbance. In general the lists relate
to the ground flora component of the woodland but may, as in the case with the list used in the survey form,
also include trees and shrubs. Lists for specific regions have been developed to reflect different growing
conditions and historical management across the UK. They are still subject to refinement as further data is
gathered and interpreted alongside historical and archaeological studies. The list used in the survey form has
been derived from a list initially put together for the Peak District by Penny Anderson and Peak Park NPA
ecologists in the 1970s. This refined list groups species according to ‘strength of association’ with ancient
woodland rather than treating them equally as indicator species.
In the case of ‘shadow’ and ‘ghost’ woodlands the list of local ancient woodland indicator species
is used to identify what may once have been a wooded or more heavily wooded landscape. If several of the
‘strongly associated’ species occur together then this may indicate a site of a former ancient woodland which
may be confirmed by historical research.
Depending on habitat-type, aspect and geographic location, many woodland plants can survive away
from a continual or cyclical tree canopy and so persist as a ‘ghost’ wood. This may be due to factors such
as shade from rocks, abundant water or bracken cover mimicking the tree canopy. These areas may not be
heavily grazed allowing plants intolerant of grazing to survive. Species such as wood sorrel may persist in
grazed areas by growing within and amongst hollow stems of trees. Excluding animals from formerly heavily grazed areas often allows species such as bluebell to re-emerge.
Shadow ancient woods may occur in some plantations, secondary woodlands or ornamental planting
schemes which had previously been cleared. These areas may be overlooked because of their present management regime but may exhibit continuity with an older landscape. Other shadow woods, part of the wider
treescape, may have a mixture of a few worked trees across an area together with some ground flora indicators. These may be in steep sided valleys or at the bottom of the Edges and boulder slopes not recorded as
woodland or managed in any way.
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Lost Woods of the East Peak Study Guide
Background & Context: Botanical Indicator Species
Species
The full list of species used is given on the survey form (see pages 15-20). A few of the more common examples are given below.
Strong Ancient Woodland Indicators.
Common
Cow-wheat.
© Barry
Wright 2012

Wild Garlic
(Ramsons).
© Barry Wright
2012

Old Hawthorn with Wood Sorrel
Bluebell. © Ian D.
growing in the centre. © SYBRG 2012 Rotherham 2012

Good Ancient Woodland Indicators.

Wild Strawberry.
© Barry Wright 2012

Woodland Indicators

Common Dog Violet. ©
Christine Handley 2012

Red Campion. © Ian D.
Rotherham 2012

Possible Indicators

Marsh Marigold ©
Christine Handley 2011

Pignut. © Christine Handley 2011
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Crab Apple. © SYBRG
2012

Associated Species

Foxglove © Christine
Handley 2011

Lost Woods of the East Peak Study Guide
Background & Context: Botanical Indicator Species
Waxcaps and Wood Pasture
Wood pasture is a particular form of treescape with widely
spaced trees showing a characteristic browse-line and/or
trees managed as pollards (cut above the height of grazing
animals). These pasture areas may be part of the historic
landscape dating back to pre-enclosure of common land
or remnants of a privately owned deer-park. They will not
have the same ground flora as an ancient woodland because
of their purpose and subsequent management. Instead, they
will have their own distinctive suite of species adapted to
the conditions.
These species include the waxcap fungi (Hygrocybe
genus), fairy clubs (Clavariaceae), earth tongues ( GeWood-Pasture at Longshaw. © SYBRG 2012
oglossaceae) and Entolomas all of which are particularly
associated with long-established grazed grasslands. These
grasslands have not been ‘improved’ i.e. reseeded or artificially fertilised and ploughed up so a range of
these types of fungi are able to persist. A few of the very common waxcaps may be found in some grasslands
which have been improved. Other fungi, such as those associated with animal dung, can occur in grazedgrasslands. However, it is the range of the specialist species in places such as the Longshaw estate which
suggests the continuity of a historical wood-pasture treescape.
Some of the Species Associated with Wood-Pasture

Entoloma incanum © Paul A.Ardron
Parrot Waxcap. Hygrocybe
psitticina © Paul A.Ardron

Greying Waxcap. Hygrocybe
laeta © Paul A.Ardron

Blackening Waxcap. Hygrocybe conica
© Paul A.Ardron
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Pink Waxcap. Hygrocybe caliptriformis
© Paul A.Ardron

Meadow Waxcap. Hygrocybe pratensis
© Paul A.Ardron

Lost Woods of the East Peak Study Guide

Background & Context: Ancient, Veteran and Worked Trees species, forms and uses.
Introduction

A tree or shrub usually passes through four life-stages unless it becomes diseased, damaged or is harvested
as a timber tree. These stages of growth, maturity, decline and decay have been described for the oak by Ted
Green as ‘from acorn to ancient’. The sketch below (figure 1) taken from Ted’s paper in Medieval Parks
etc illustrates the growth and decay pattern of an open-grown oak. Similar growth patterns and sequential
changes can be constructed for other species and for those grown in dense woodland conditions (another
example from his paper of a forest-grown tree is given in figure 2.)

Figure 1. Sequential changes to the deadwood and hollowing Figure 2. Sequential changes of the canopy area and trunk
of an individual open grown oak "A supply of successional, girth of forest form trees. Overall time span in the case of
structural, sustainable decaying wood from acorn to ancient" oak could be less than 400 years and in the case of beech
© E.E.Green
between 200-300 years. © E.E.Green

Ancient, veteran and worked trees may be the most visible parts of a Shadow or Ghost wood. They
are indicators that a tree’d landscape has persisted and trees have been used by humans over a long period
of time. The terms ancient and veteran are sometimes used interchangeably and both can describe worked
trees. Ancient trees usually exhibit veteran characteristics but veteran trees may not be especially ancient in
absolute terms. Different tree species grow at different rates and reach their ‘ancient’ phase of life at different times. The lifespan of a tree is usually measured for an open-grown standard tree growing in good soil
and climatic conditions. Managing or modifying the form of a tree on a cyclical basis as a ‘worked’ tree can
prolong its life. Definitions of the terms ancient, veteran and worked are given below.
Ancient
An ancient tree is one that is classed as ‘very’ old and in the declining
(end) stage of its life; normally such trees have a larger girth than other
trees of the same species. The term describes trees defined by three
guiding principles:
•
trees of interest biologically, aesthetically or culturally because
of their age;
•
trees in the ancient (final) stage of their life; and
•
trees that are old relative to others of the same species.
Ancient trees will almost certainly exhibit some of the micro-habitat
characteristics which are associated with veteran trees.
Ancient oak (over 600 yrs old) at Calke Abbey, .Derbyshire.
© SYBRG 2005
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Lost Woods of the East Peak Study Guide

Background & Context: Ancient, Veteran and Worked Trees species, forms and uses.
Veteran
A veteran tree is usually in the mature stage of its life with microhabitat features including; hollowing, holes, wounds and large
dead branches. Veteran trees may also be of interest for cultural,
historical or aesthetic reasons.
Worked
A worked tree is one that has been managed by humans to generate wood, worked timber or tree fodder for a particular usage e.g.
charcoal making, for firewood and/or building materials. Coppice
and pollards are common forms of worked trees. These trees are
often very old but may look younger because they do not exhibit
the classic characteristics of an ancient or veteran tree.

Veteran oak in Sherwood Forest with microhabitats and dead wood.
© SYBRG 2005

In many cases worked trees were managed for centuries before being abandoned around the beginning of the twentieth century as the demand for locally sourced wood-based products declined. In a few
areas trees continued to be worked until the 1970s and more recently there has been a revival in these traditions. Some abandoned worked trees were felled and removed when woodlands were converted to plantations but there are still many abandoned worked trees which survive today. They can give an insight into the
history of the surrounding landscape.

Tree Forms
Coppice
The stem of a tree is cut at ground level to encourage growth of multiple stems from the base
(known as a stool). These stems (known as poles)
are then cut back at periodic intervals which may
be as little as just a few years or up to thirty years
depending on the variety of purposes they may be
put to. This was a very common form of management for trees over several hundreds of years. The
coppice tradition had largely died out by the early
twentieth century but many coppice stools and the
outgrown stems survive. They can often now appear as circular clumps of quite large trees with the
Recent coppice (left) and outgrown coppice (right) .
original base having decayed to form a hollow (see © SYBRG 2010
right hand picture).
Stored Coppice
The creation of this form often occured when the coppicing tradition was abandoned. One or two stems were
selected from a large coppice stool to continue to grow as standard timber trees. This has sometimes resulted
in what is known as an ‘elephant’s foot’ at the base of the tree.
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Background & Context: Ancient, Veteran and Worked Trees species, forms and uses.
Layering
This can take place naturally as part of phoenix
regeneration when a branch or fallen tree takes
root. It is more commonly seen in old hedges
where humans have exploited the natural process and have ‘laid’ the hedge to create a dense
stock-proof barrier then the management of the
hedge has lapsed. The re-growth after layering
grows vertically up towards the sun creating a Old laid hedge
© SYBRG 2006
characteristic pattern of growth.

Natural ‘layering’ from
fallen tree.© SYBRG 2007

Maiden / Standard
A tree that has been grown in its natural form as a single stem for timber production in a woodland or as an
open-grown tree outside woodland.
Medusoid/ Corkscrew
These trees are often found in upland rocky areas as irregularly shaped
multi-trunked / multi-boughed trees. They are characterised by their
sprawling growth forms in and amongst the rocks. They may have been
used in a similar way to coppice and pollards or have grown naturally in
response to grazing and climatic conditions. They may be of considerable
age.
Open-grown (distorted / misshapen )
This form occurs when the tree has been subject to either adverse weather
conditions causing the main trunk and branches to grow at an odd angle
or become misshapen. Pressure from a heavy snow fall may also cause
the tree to take on a collapsed appearance. In addition the tree may be
exposed to grazing on its higher branches which distorts the form of the
tree. Some sessile oak trees (Quercus petraea) appear to have a natural
corkscrew form in upland areas.
Phoenix Regeneration
This occurs when a tree partially or completely collapses to the ground.
The tree then roots from the sides of the main trunk or large branches
which are touching the ground creating a new tree or a series of trees.
Pollard
A tree whose stem has been cut above the height of grazing animals’
browse lines to create a number of stems (known as poles). The pollarded
tree is then managed in a similar way to that of a coppice stool. Pollards
were created in areas of wood pasture, for example in deer parks and on
commons.
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Medusoid growing amongst rocks.
© SYBRG 2011

Open-grown misshapen tree.
© SYBRG 2010

Lime showing natural ‘phoenix’
regeneration.© SYBRG 2005

Lost Woods of the East Peak Study Guide

Background & Context: Ancient, Veteran and Worked Trees species, forms and uses.
Lapsed/Abandoned Pollard
These trees result from the abandonment of the pollarding tradition. If they now
occur in a woodland this indicates that the area was formerly much more open and
grazed by large herbivores. Due to the smaller stems being cut repeatedly to encourage new growth from the main trunk, a lapsed pollard has a short trunk with a mass
of vertical ‘branches’ above it. These may look natural, however if they all come
from the top of a trunk at about the same height it could be an indication of an abandoned pollard tree.
Stub/Short Pollard
This type of tree has a main stem or trunk that was cut in the past above coppice
(ground level) but lower than pollard (grazing animal) height. As with coppice and
pollard, smaller stems grow from the cut stem. These had similar functions and
their management was also abandoned.

Out-grown pollard
© SYBRG 2011

Shredded Tree
This form occurs when the side branches are repeatedly removed from a tree
trunk, often for animal fodder. The harvesting of the branches creates small
groups of thin stems growing laterally from the trunk of the tree instead of large
branches.

Short/ stub-pollarded beech.
© SYBRG 2012

Tree & Shrub Species and Their Uses

The following list of trees and shrubs relate to the most common ones found in
the local area and is not a comprehensive list of those found more generally.
Trees
Oak (Quercus spp.)
Ash ( Fraxinus excelsior)
Elm (Ulnus spp.)
Birch (Betula spp.)
Alder (Alnus glutinosa)
Willow (Salix spp.)
Crab Apple (Malus sylvestris)
Field Maple (Acer campestre)
Sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus)
Beech (Fagus sylvatica)
Sweet Chestnut (Castanea sativa)
Lime (Tilia spp.)
Yew (Taxus baccata)

Shrubs
Hazel (Corylus avellana)
Holly (Ilex aquifolium)
Rowan (Sorbus aucuparia)
Elder (Sambucus niger)
Hawthorn (Crataegus monogyna)
Juniper (Juniperus communis)
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Background & Context: Ancient, Veteran and Worked Trees species, forms and uses.
Common Uses of Trees and Shrubs and their Products
Alder: Clog-making and for charcoal which was used for making gunpowder.
Ash: Waggon building, wheel rims, hay rakes, ladder-poles, tool handles and police truncheons.
Beech: Furniture making, ladder rungs, rolling pins, tent pegs, treen and ox yokes.
Birch: Various uses including spoons and dishes; textile industry (bobbins, reels and spools); besom brushes
and bundles made from twigs were used to take impurities from molten steel; sap used for wine and ‘sugar’;
bark for making baskets; firewood.
Crab Apple: food; shelter; treen
Elder: berries and flowers for food and medicinal purposes; insect repellent; protection against evil spirits
Elm: Used for furniture; for water pipes, piling under bridges and keels of wooden ships; chopping blocks
and wheel hubs.
Hawthorn: Used for hedging (layered); boundary marker; human and animal food.
Hazel: Hurdle and basket making; fish traps; hoops for barrels; thatching spars; shepherds’ crooks; and nuts.
Holly: Winter animal fodder; bark used for bird lime; butter prints and engravers’ blocks; and horse whips.
Oak: Beams and posts for house and ship building; tree nails and ship pins; wheel spokes; furniture; mining
pit props; fencing; coppice poles for charcoal; bark used in tanning industry; acorns used for pannage (pig
fodder).
Rowan (Mountain Ash): tool handles; fruit for jam-making; deliberately planted for warding off evil spirits.
Sweet Chestnut: Used in furniture making; for pit props; charcoal and a source of tan-bark.
Field Maple and Sycamore: Used for kitchen and dairy utensils; rollers including washing mangles; woodturning, carving and musical instruments).
Willow (Osier): Used in basket making; for tool handles; flooring of carts and barrows; and milkmaids’
yokes.
Yew: Used for bows and by the Vikings to produce nails. Often boundary and churchyard trees.
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Veteran Rowan 2012 © Ian D. Rotherham 2012.

Willow on Houndkirk Moor © Chris Percy 2015

